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Overview
● Star clusters

➔ Old globular clusters
➔ Intermediate age systems
➔ Young star clusters

● Tools
➔ Effective photometry
➔ “AnalySED”: Parameter determination

● Applications
➔ NGC 1569
➔ The Antennae Galaxies



Old globular clusters
● Around almost all sofar investigated 

galaxies ... from local group dwarfs (few 
GCs) to cluster's cD galaxies (~10000 GCs)

● General characteristica:
✔ GC = Relaxed system
✔ Tidally truncated King profiles
✔ GCS: Gaussian luminosity function



Goudfrooij et al. 2004, ApJ, 613L, 121

Intermediate age systems
● Rare objects ... at least confirmed ones!
● Good candidates are intermediate age 

merger remnants, like NGC 1316, old 
M82 regions

● 2 confirmed Gaussians
de Grijs et al. 2003, ApJ, 583L, 17



Young SC systems
● Regularly seen in all starbursts, both in 
mergers and isolated starburst galaxies

● Frequently seen also in more quiescent 
galaxies with ongoing star formation

● Even Milky Way, but rather open clusters
● Usually a power-law is observed for the LFs of 
young star clusters (LMC, Antennae ...)

● But does this reflect the MASS function, as the 
more physical parameter?

● Single clusters not completely relaxed (in 
outer parts) and not (yet) tidally truncated 
(EFF profiles) Maiz-Apellaniz, 2001, ApJ, 563 ,151



● Aperture photometry is common business 
for star clusters

● Some caveats exist, especially for extended 
objects (e.g. on HST images)

● We analysed artificial clusters, using 
BAOlab (by S. Larsen), with a wide range of 
input parameters

● Determined relations between input FWHM 
of the clusters and the FWHM of a 
Gaussian fitted to the cluster

● Determined size-dependent aperture 
corrections and sky-oversubstraction

Improving photometry



Parameter determination
● AnalySED tool: determines age, 

metallicity, E(B-V), mass for each cluster
● Developed tool to compare grid of model 

SEDs with observed star cluster SEDs
● Advanced 2 minimisation algorithm

● Tested our tool with artificial clusters
● Rederived parameters and compared 

with input. Check impact of a priori 
assumptions (like solar metallicity)

● Results presented in Anders et al., 
2004a, MNRAS, 347, 196



AnalySED
● Grid of model Spectral Energy 

Distributions with
✔ 5 metallicities      -1.7 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.4
✔ 4000 ages            4 Myr ≤ age ≤ 16 Gyr
✔ 21 E(B-V) values  0.0 ≤ E(B-V) ≤ 1.0

✔ A standard mass of 106 M
⊙

➔ 420.000 grid points

Example:
solar metallicity

no extinction



UBVRIJH SED: ⇓age   ⇒metallicity





Applications: NGC 1569
● Parameter determination from HST WFPC2 

& NICMOS U-H bands
● Enlarged sample of young star clusters 

(~160)
● Confirmed pronounced recent burst of 

cluster formation
● Anders et al., 2004b, MNRAS, 347, 17



The Antennae Galaxies
● Antennae = prototype merger with 

ongoing starburst and cluster formation
● Hundreds of young star clusters
● Currently: investigate the luminosity 

functions and the impact of 
completeness

● Signs of a turnover! Yet to be confirmed!
● Determine the parameters of the 

clusters, correlate with spatial 
distribution (if there is any) and 
compare to other cluster systems



Summary & Conclusion

● Always the same cluster MF? 
✔ NGC 1569 clusters are less massive 

than MW GCs.
✔ Antennae clusters a mixture of 

potential future GCs and open 
clusters.

● Presented tools to improve photometry 
and parameter determinations of star 
clusters.

● Observe in enough passbands! Choose 
useful ones!


